Introduction
Rectangular-waveguide H-plane step discontinuity as shown in Fig.l(u) is one of the key structures for constructing vsrious H-plane waveguide circuit. In the past, variation method' was widely used for analysis because of less computation but reasonable result. Now, abundant computational resources are available, which make mode matching method more practical and effective. Therefore, generalized S-matrix method2 is useful for calculation of frequency response, but cannot give a good physical picture of field behavior at step. Hence, here modelling the structure by planar circuit and applying modal analysis, the whole equivalent network shown in Fig.l(c) is derived, which consists of multi-transmission line and multi-port ideal tmnsformer with vector notation for waveguide and step section, respectively. The frequency response and field behavior at operation can be easily calculated by this equivalent network The essential error in this analysis is caused by truncation ofmode. Convergence behavior w i t h mode is investigated for practical case, which suggests reasonable mode number. Finally, equivalent network for various H-plane rectangular waveguide circuit are derived, using vector notation of equivalent network.
Description of field by planar circuit equations
The step discontinuity shown in Fig. 1 (a) can be understood as a planar circuit. Assuming TElo excitation, the field component in the circuit are only E, and H,=(H, fly), whose relations are given by planar circuit equations (1). where planar circuit voltage and current density are defmed by eqs(2).
H-plane step discontinuity can be divided into waveguide Table 1 , where K, and Kz are arbitrary constants. How to choose K,-value is related to the defmition of mode characteristics impedance. In our analysis, we choose K, and Kz to be unity, then the related equations are given by box (B) in Tablel.
Solving eqs.(B-1) under short condition at side wall (s=O,W),p-th width mode function is given by eq(4), which satisfies eq(5) of orthonormal condition.
T(s)
Also,p-th mode phase constant is given by eq.(6).
4, = ,ik' -(p./W)'
When pth mode current Ip(Z) is defmed so that product of mode c a n t and mode voltage gives the corresponding mode power, the mode current is given by Hence, mode characteristic impedance and mode propagation constant are given by eq.(8)
Whole equivalent network for waveguide is shown in 
The mode voltage and current distribution along E, V,(P) 4. Equivalent multi-port ideal transformer for step Voltage and current density distribution alond s at port1 and 2 of the step shown in Fig.3 These relation can be expressed by multi-port ideal transformer as shown in Fig.3(b) , which gives equivalent network for step. When mode voltage and mode current column matrix is defined as u',C,liL,iZ at each port, the relation (16) can be expressed by eqs. ( 18) Therefore, multi-port ideal transformer can be expressed by vector notation in Fig.3(c) .
Reduction of field problem to circuit problem
Whole equivalent network for step discontinuity can be expressed by Fig. 1 (c) in vector notation. Thus, field problem is reduced to circuit problem, which can be solved easily by circuit theory. Incident mode voltage and reflected mode voltage column matrix is defmed by A', AZ, B', B2 at each port, then mode voltage scattering matrix is given by eqs. (l9) and (20) 
Numerical Example
Calculated results of symmetric step discontinuity shown in Fig.l(u) (W,=20mm, Wz=lOmm, d=5& with air) are shown in Fig.4 , where p and q mean number ofmode considered at Wl and Wz withp/q=Wl/W2. Figd(u) and (b) show that frequency response will converge at p ~4 0 ; but Fig.4(d) shows that p=40 is not enough butp=100 seems to be enough for realizing continuity of the voltage and current density distribution at the step. Fig.4(c) shows voltage distribution of zero phase at 20GHz with p=lOO. Far from the step, necessary number of mode for describing the field is reduced due to evanescent character of higher mode. 7. Conclusion 1. Equivalent network for H-plane step is derived Erom modal analysis and expressed by multi-port ideal transformer or vector notation as shown in Fig.3(b) or (c).
(e) equivalent netiork in v&tor or matrix notation Fig.3 Step and its equivalent multi-port ideal transformer 2. Vector notation of equivalent network for waveguide was proposed as in Fig.a(c) . Then, whole equivalent network for step discontinuity is given by Fig.l(c) .
These conclusion are consistent with conventional res u l t~~J ,~ and help to understand mode behavior at step. Finally, equivalent network for various H-plane waveguide circuit are derived in Fig.5 as example. 
